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The cyclotron itself, with emphasis on relocating
and restoring to useful operation.

     Historical Examples

     Market
      Activation (shipping a ‘hot’ cyclotron)
The Facility (Accelerator Vault)

     Activation (minimizing)

     Financial responsibilty (surety bond)     

Broad Subject Categories:



Predicting Long-Lived Neutron-Induced Activation of
Concrete in a Cyclotron Vault

Technical, Logistical, and Administrative Aspects of
Shipping a Used Cyclotron Overseas

Recycling and Recommissioning a Used Biomedical
Cyclotron

Fast Neutron Activation and Ultimate
Decommissionng of a Cyclotron Vault: 1981-1996

Refer to Our Own Previous Work
on the Subject...

<http://www.carroll-ramsey.com>



European Commission on Nuclear Safety and the
Environment, “Evaluation of the Radiological and
Economic Consequences of Decommissioning
Particle Accelerators”.  Report EUR 19151, March,
1999. 

Available in abridged form (PDF) on the world-wide
web  <http://europa.eu.int/comm/energy/nuclear/synopses.htm#19151>.

Or may ordered as a bound photocopy (complete
document) from the European Commission bookstore 

Required Reading for anyone
contemplating construction or de-

construction of a cyclotron
facility....



There are Many Reasons for
retiring a cyclotron......



MC-40 at the Texas Medical Center, University
of Texas in Houston (victim of Tropical Storm
Allison --June, 2001)



But is due, rather, to an institution’s changing mission or
changing priorities.

Moreover, the success (or lack thereof) of the
subsequent re-activation is not necessarily governed by
the age or condition of the cyclotron itself...

But may be dominated by other factors...finances,
politics, management goals and perogatives, etc.

But, more often, this decision is
not due to any serious wear, or

damage, or age-related deficiency
of the cyclotron per se.....



Some Examples......



Originally used at Edinburgh for cancer therapy
using fast neutrons.

Then used for PET isotope production at U. of
Aberdeen for many years.  Principal Contact –
Maurice Dodd

Finally repatriated to Mallinkrodt, Inc., St. Louis,
MO (’upgraded’ for higher energy by G. Hendry,
but not yet re-assembled)

CS-30 moved from Western
General Hospital in Edinburgh,

Scotland to University of
Aberdeen



October, 1997– initial contact between CRA
and I3 (Joe Beaver)

First Internal Beam in Oct, 1998 –
approximately 1 year later

...and only 8 months after arrival of CP-42 at
the Denton facility.

...First target irradiation in Feb, 1999.

I3 suffered financial distress, CP-42 in running
condition, but is currently shut down.

CP-42 moved from M.D. Anderson
Hospital in Houston to University
of North Texas / I3 in Denton, TX



Minneapolis VA MC-40 – put up for auction --
 Purchased by University  Of Birmingham in
the U.K.



Contact: David J. Parker, Unversity of
Birmingham

“...needs a positive-ion beam (including He-3)
for, e.g., labeling individual grains of sand to
use as tracers in engine lubrication and wear
experiments...”

Application – “Engineering PET”



Beijing Normal University CS-22 --
relocated from UCLA (Work-in-Progress)



Mar. ‘94 – 1st encounter with client (Principal contacts at Beijing
Normal University: Prof’s. Bo Li Liu & M.D. Hua)

Apr. ‘94 – Move CS-22 from UCLA to temporary storage at
Gilman St site (Berkeley) for overseas packing and document
prep.

Aug. ‘95 – Truck back to Long Beach for overseas shipment
(COSCO)

Feb. ‘96 – 2 large containers leave by boat (sans “hot” dees and
extractor components)

April, ‘97 – Remaining pieces finally shipped by air (Ref: closing
Scene in  “Raiders of the Lost Ark”)

Very slow on Facility prep ...machine exposed to elements, etc.

Slowly but steadily re-assemble cyclotron, test subsystems

April 30, 2002: protons accelerated to 22 MeV!

UCLA CS-22 to Beijing....



Assembly of the cyclotron apparently treated as
one element in an overall science education and
training curriculum. 

Cite the tale of the  “Grid Dip Oscillator”

...This Client Severely Strapped for
cash and resources....



MC-17 (currently in mothballs) at John-Hopkins University;
Contact: Robert Dannals, Ph.D.

CS-30 at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Miami, FL, going to Shanghai,

China (Trace Sciences International, Toronto, CA – work in
progress)

CS-15 at MSKCC (Pending).  Contact: Ron Finn, Ph.D.

CS-15 at Franklin Maclean Institute, Univ.  Of Chicago
(Pending). Rumor: This one is being brokered by a third party
re-seller.

Other Examples...



This is due to a number of factors, such as...

Understandable lack of interest on the part of
Cyclotron Manufacturers in diluting their potential
customer base

Perceived lack of  ‘residual value’ and/or anxiety on
the part of third-party finance companies regarding
potential rad-waste liability

Thus, each project is a unique situation, wherein a
“seller” tries to find a qualified “buyer”

At the present time, there is not a
flourishing secondary market for

used cyclotrons



Like any ‘fixer-upper’ project , the new owner
has to be prepared to invest the necessary 
resources:

‘Sweat-equity’ – time and labor

Purchase, or re- conditioning,  or ‘reverse-
engineering’ and fabrication of spare parts, etc. 

Recruit outside technical assistance (as needed)

For a prospective buyer...“Look
before you leap....”



In the absence of any rational ‘after-market’
there is little precedent for setting price...

Often a used cyclotron is given away for a
token payment just to avoid the cost and
administrative burden associated with rad-
waste disposal

Minneapolis VA MC-40 may have fetched
~US$300K at auction (rumor)

‘Recipient’ pays all costs associated with
removal, shipping, and re-assembly.

What is the price of  a used
cyclotron? 



Residual Radioactivity

Qualified on-site labor for dis-assembly
(handling radioactive parts)

License amendment required to remove
cyclotron

Verify that ‘recipient’ has appropriate license

Transport of radioactive materials

Domestic versus overseas shipment

Issues to be dealt with by
‘donor’....



Transport of radioactive materials

Domestic Versus Overseas shipment

Knowledge base (documentation, technical
assistance, etc.)  Required for re-assembly,
start-up, and testing.

Spare and replacement parts

Issues to dealt with by ‘recipient’...



Obviously depends on how the machine was used.

Ranking from the most benign to the least benign....

Low- to medium-energy (neg.  Ion) cyclotrons used for
Research PET, followed by clinical PET, followed by
‘commercial’ PET.

Higher-energy neg.  Ion machines making longer-lived
isotopes (external beams)

Higher-energy + ion machines used for making longer-lived
isotopes (external beams), followed by 

+ ion machines utilizing Internal targets.

Internal target machines making long-lived volatile,  or exotic
isotopes (certain alpha-emitters, etc.)

Residual Radioactivity in a used
Cyclotron 



Licensing (source and destination)

On-site jurisdiction and responsibilty relative to
Residual Radiation;Who handles ‘hot’ parts?

 Regulations and Documentation required for
transport of radioactive materials  for domestic
(NRC) and overseas shipments (IAEA, IMDG).

Be ready to jump through the requisite hoops
yourself: Do NOT expect help from the
normal freight-handling system or
infrastructure

Issues in removing and shipping a
used cyclotron



The IMDG and IAEA regulations are tedious, but
reasonably straightforward for anyone who deals with
such matters on a regular basis

But even if one follows the ‘letter of the law’ in every
respect, ocean-carriers are not obliged to accept
your cargo if they so choose

Finding a shipping company who will accept a
radioactive cargo can be quite challenging.

Regional restrictions (e.g., Japan) are very stringent

In General, Overseas shipments
involving radioactive materials will
be substantially more complicated

than domestic shipments



Try not to be ‘creative’ in your interpretation

In the best of circumstances, there will be plenty of
opportunity for mis-interpretation and mis-
communication.

Those responsible for administering the reg’s are not
necessarily well-versed in the underlying rationale.

Examples: ‘soft-top’ versus ‘hard-top’ container

‘mCi’ versus ‘MCi’

If the going gets really rough, top Gov’t agency
administrators may actually be much easier to work
with than lower-level personnel, but.....

Even if you ‘win the day’, there are consequences....

US DOT and International
Shipping reg’s 



If at all possible, ship the machine ‘cold’

For sure, remove ‘hottest’ components for
disposal or separate shipment by air

Air-freight may entail a somewhat less difficult
protocol, depending on experience of carrier
and discretion of pilot

Follow applicable regs ‘to the letter’

Bottom Line.....



Facility contamination



The incident Proton carries a (+)
charge, and must overcome a
substantial “Coulomb” barrier.

As much as 10 Million
volts or more are required
 for efficient production.



There is also some unwanted contribution
from incidental sources--

Intense, penetrating radiation is
produced as an unavoidable

byproduct of creating the desired
isotope.



The cyclotron itself as well as the walls of the
vault can become ‘activated’ – thereby
becoming a diffuse, low-level radiation source.

Oftentimes, neutron capture
transforms  stable nuclides into 

radioactive isotopes.



From a business perspective, the ‘cure’ may
be worse than the ‘disease’...

There is a considerable ‘up-front’ cost...

The bond premium is a recurring expense,
which can impair cash flow for a new start-up
business.

Currently, many states in the USA are
requiring new PET cyclotron licensees to
post a large (US$1M) surety bond against
the possibility that the company may go
bankrupt, and leave the State to clean up

the facility



‘Self-shielded’ cyclotrons are often either
exempt, or qualify for a much lower bond
amount.

In the state of Texas, the face amount of the
bond is explicitly related to the type(s) and
quantity(s) of radioactive contamination which
are characteristic of the particular installation.

Requirements vary from state to
state.....Read the reg’s!



There is just a short list of long-term activation
products in concrete – 4 principal nuclides --that
we need to characterize
     152Eu 
     154Eu
     60Co
     134Cs

This is  good...something we can
get our arms around....



Then a lower surety bond ($150K)
may suffice!

If we can demonstrate that the
total amount of these four

products which are left behind
when the facility is de-

commissioned is less than 10 mCi
in the aggregate....



Minimizing the Potential for
Long-Term Activation of
Concrete in a Cyclotron

Vault

Presentation before the Texas Department of Health,
Bureau of Radiation Protection

By
 Carroll & Ramsey Associates

Copyright April, 2002
All Rights Reserved



Understanding the Source
Term

Characterizing the Activator



PDesired Target (p,n) Nuclear Reaction

PUndesired Target “Side” Reactions

PUndesired “Non-Target” Reactions in
beamline and cyclotron components.

Where do Neutrons come from?



Data are not always available

Direct measurement of total neutron fluence
for targets of interest can be quite difficult.

However, we can make reasonable estimates
based on a combination of....

Known nuclear reaction threshholds and
cross-sections, and....

Venerable nuclear kinematics computer
simulation codes such as ALICE 91.

How Many Neutrons is That?





As we steadily produce a given radionuclide, some of
it is also steadily decaying away...

After a long time--several half lives of the nuclide in
question--the rate of production of ‘new’ radioactive
atoms eventually becomes equal to the rate of decay
(i.e., the amount of activity).

This is called the ‘saturation yield’, or ‘saturation
activity’.

The saturation yield is thus equal – by definition – to
the rate of production of new radioactive atoms
(assuming steady-state conditions, on average).

Saturation Yield











There is still substantial safety margin for
unknown variables, future enhancements,
new-generation targets, etc.

ALICE 91 gives us a credible,
albeit highly conservative upper

bound for neutron-emission for Ep

between 12 and 17 MeV



Understanding the
Response Term

Characterizing the ‘Activatee’



Fortunately, only a few of the resulting radioisotopes
are long-lived.

These radioactive species build up over time from
thermal neutron capture (n,gamma) reactions in trace
amounts of stable, naturally-occuring, Europium,
Cobalt, and Cesium.

These trace elements are present in the constituents
of concrete in concentrations of only a few parts per
million, or less, by weight, but they have large
thermal neutron capture cross-sections.

There are many elements in
normal concrete that become
activated when irradiated by

neutrons



59C0(n,()60Co – 17 barn
151Eu(n,()152Eu – 5900 barn
133Cs(n,()134Cs – 29 barn

Representative Cross-Sections





But every cloud has a silver lining....

We have a benchmark experiment!

We know the original irradiation conditions –
proton energy, beam current, target material,
and duration of bombardment.

We measured the activation profile in the
concrete wall closest to the target.

Activation Happens!

J. Cehn and L. Carroll, Fast Neutron Activation and
Ultimate Decommissioning of a Cyclotron Vault: 1981-1996





We can back-correct for isotope decay to
estimate the activation depth profile
immediately post-irradiation.

Then, using our neutron-transport / reactivity
code TART98 in conjunction with known
irradiation conditions, we can ‘tweak’ the
recipe for (stable) trace-element
concentrations in concrete until the results of
our calculations match the back-corrected
data. 

We know the concentrations of
Eu-152 and Co-60 measured 11

years post-irradiation



L. R. Carroll, Predicting Long-Lived, Neutron-
Induced Activation of Concrete in a Cyclotron
Vault

Then, assuming our particular 
sample is reasonably rep-

resentative of normal concrete, we
can estimate concrete activation

for arbitrary irradiation conditions.



Assumptions: 

1) 80,000 uA-hr per
year (p,n) at Ep=17
MeV on O-18 water
target.  
2) 18" - 30" distance
from target to surface of
wall or floor.  
3) No additional
shielding between
target and concrete.

Activity Concentrations
in the wall closest to the
target build up over
time....

Eventually – after
several half-lives, the
activity concentrations
level off to the
‘saturation yields’



Eu-152    3.22 Bq per gm

Eu-154    0.447 Bq per gm

Co-60      0.814 Bq per gm

Cs-134    1.24 bq per gm

These are average concentrations within a 6 ft
dia x 1.5 ft thick slab closest to the target.

Saturation Yields 

Estimated Activity concentrations in the concrete wall
closest to the target after > 25 years of continuous

operation, based on above assumptions.



Now, let’s ask a different question....

In the work just cited, we worried
about potential radiological and

regulatory consequences of “hot-
spots” – regions of relatively high

activity concentration.



1) Assume a known trace-element ‘recipe’ for
normal concrete.

2) Assume a standard set of target-irradiation
conditions operating within an idealized
‘spherical cyclotron vault’ made of concrete to
catch ALL of the emitted neutrons.

What is the total integrated activity
which is distributed throughout 

the entire vault?



Partial cut-away view
of idealized ‘spherical
cyclotron vault’ with 5
ft thick concrete walls.



80,000 uA-hr per year => 0.228 x 1012

neutrons per second (on average referred to
’24 / 7' )

Reaction rate for (n, gamma) activation of Eu-
154 &152 (sum) is 1.13 x 10-3 reactions per
emitted neutron

0.228 x 1012 neutrons per second x 1.13 x 10-3

reactions per emitted neutron = 2.57 x 108 new
radioactive atoms  per second, on average

Or  7 mCi Europium 152 + 154 at saturation
embedded in the vault walls.

Bottom Line – Saturation Yield of
Europium 152 & 154

Refer to Sample TART98 print-out
(TART treats all Europium isotopes in the aggregate)



0.228 x 10 12 neutrons per second x 2.42 x 10 -4

reactions per source neutron (from TART 98) =
5.52 x 10 7 new C0-60 atoms per second,
implying

Saturation yield = 1.5 mCi Co-60 distributed
throughout the vault.

Cs-134 saturation yield (by inference) = 2.25 mci

Bottom-Line – Saturation Yield of
Co-60 and Cs-134



This is just slightly in excess of the threshhold
of 10 mCi referred to in Texas  code of
regulations §289.252(gg)(4)(B), and listed in
table §289.252(ii)(2) 

Based on the foregoing model,
after several decades of

continuous operation, the total
amount of activity of the four

principal isotopes is 10.75 mCi,
distributed throughout the volume

of the vault.



Beam currents and bombardment times may vary (but the
results still  scale proportionally)

But trace-element concentrations in concrete will surely vary
from sample to sample.

Compare with other work:

1.  A.B. Phillips, et al, “Residual Radioactivity in a Cyclotron and its
Surroundings”, Health Physics Vol 51, No.  3 (Sept.)  337-342, 1986.

2.  European Commission on Nuclear Safety and the Environment,
“Evaluation of the Radiological and Economic Consequences of
Decommissioning Particle Accelerators”.  Report EUR 19151, March, 1999. 

3.  Suzuki, et al, “Quantitative Measurements of Trace Elements with Large
Activation Cross Section for Concrete Materials in Japan”.

4.  Suzuki, et al, “Trace Elements with Large Activation Cross Sections in
Concrete Materials in Japan”.  Journal of Nuclear Science and
Technology, vol 38, No.  7, p.542-550(July, 2001).

Errors and Uncertainties



Naturally-occurring but radioactive K-40
(t1/2=1.3x109 y) is ubiquitous in normal
concrete, with an activity concentration of ~0.3
Bq per gm.

Footnote:



~ 3 ppm of natural Co cited in EUR 19151

That is in excellent agreement with our
estimate of 2.54 ppm.

But low compared with the data of Suzuki, et
al

0.6 - 1 ppm natural Eu cited in EUR 19151

That is consistent with the data of Suzuki, et al

But is approx.  2 - 3 times higher than our
estimate of 0.294 ppm.

Range of Variation in trace
Element Concentration



‘Local shielding’ around the target

Lo-activation ‘Peelable’ and easily disposable layer of wall
material.

Prudent selection of raw materials in concrete

Portland Cement OK...semidentary aggregates preferred over 

Ignaceous (volcanic) aggregates – try to eliminate the worst of
the ‘bad outliers’.

Avoid Barytes and Fe-loaded Aggregates

Boron carbide mixed into the concrete (Ref.  Karl Erdman).

A combination of the above.

To be conservative, we want to reduce
the gross number of neutrons incident
on the permanent walls of the vault by

a factor of 5 - 10 



This is Do-able !



1.  PET Applicant must commit to implementing means
for minimizing radiologically significant ‘hot spots’...

2.  and to reduce the total integrated neutron flux using
one or more of the foregoing methods,

3.  And, given that it takes a very long time (decades)
for the longest-lived products to build up...

4.  Then it may be possible to start with no bond (or a
lower bond) while monitoring the build-up of activity
over time.  

5.  In any case, there is plenty of time for the regulators
to re-instate the bond requirement when the site license
comes up for renewal every 5 years.

Issue Now on the table for
discussion....



TART 98 – A Coupled Neutron-Photon Monte Carlo
Transport Code by D.E. Cullen, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.  Available from RISCC, Oak Ridge
National Laboratories

M. Blann, PSR-146/ALICE 91 Code Package, Available from
RSICC, Oak Ridge National Laboratories.

Thomas Marshall Amos, Jr., Neutron Yields from Proton
Bombardment of Thick Targets; Ph.D. thesis in Nuclear
Physics, Michigan State University, 1972.  University
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, MI #73-12,658.

Charged Particle Cross-Section Database for Medical
Radioisotope Production: Diagnostic Radioisotopes and
Monitor Reactions; IAEA -TECDOC-1211, May, 2001. 
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